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Method of observation
The field and satellite observation program was designed to locate these NLIW as often as possible. It includes moorings of thermisters and SC-ADCP. Fig. 3 shows the location of moorings that were recoved in May 2006 (red dots) and in June 2006 (blue dots). The first typhoon of 2006, Janchu (Pearl) was formed after we deployed four moorings on May 12. Although the probablility for typhoon to hit Taiwan is less than 10% in May. Janchu did make a turn and passed by our moorings towards Taiwan. This resulted the loss of two moorings. For the second cruise in June of 2006, we deployed three T-chains and lost one due to failure of deck gear of R/V OR3.
To study the evolution of NLIWs from Luzon Strait, our moorings (T-Chain and SCADCP) were placed near the source of NLIW, Hengchun Ridge (HCR). Accorrding to the analytical solution of NLIWs (Apel, 2003) , non-linearity of internal waves increases as they leave the source region HCR along 121E, and NLIWs was formed gradually as the linear internal wave propagates westward from LS, and the number of NLIW fronts increases. At station OR1M (in Fig. 3 ), no NLIW was observed.
Startig at station C (in Fig. 3 ), NLIWs gradually evolve. At (20.4N, 120.5E), R/V OR1 observed a train of small internal waves that follow the giant NLIW were also found in ship radar images (Fig. 5) , T-chain data (Fig. 6) , and in ADCP data (Fig. 7) . They trail the giant NLIWs (traveling at 2.9 m/s) with propagation speed about 1.7 m/s. 
Conclusions
After confirming the existence of NLIWs in SCS, we were able to pin-point the region where linear internal wave evolves into NLLIW. Their waveforms were also mapped with moored and towed Tchains. A train of small internal waves that follow the giant NLIW were also found in T-chain data, ship radar images, and in ADCP data. They trail the giant NLIWs (traveling at 2.9 m/s) with propagation speed about 1.7 m/s.
IMPACT/APPLICATIONS
This year's field observation further enhanced our confidence that Hengchun Ridge plays the major role of generating NLIWs in northern South China Sea, more than other possibilities, Batan Islands, the baroclinic instability of Kuroshio boundary and other sources. The generation of NLIW over Hengchun ridge may asymmetric, because no NLIW was observed east of Hengchun Ridge, neither by satellites, nor by in situ observations. With sufficient knowledge of NLIWs propagation in the deep SCS, the generation and evolution process of NLIWs near Hengchun Ridge shall be the target of next year's field experiment for a closer look, if there are no more typhoons.
RELATED PROJECTS
Prof. Rob Pinkel and Prof. Jody Klymak an ONR Project to study the NLIW with Fast CTD and deep sonar to map the generation, evolution and propagation of NLIW in SCS.
Prof. Steve Ramp leads ONR project named WISE that studies NLIWs in the northern SCS with mooring observations,
